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BeShared is a Bulgarian company that specializes particularly 
in the mechanisms of active advertising on Facebook. 
We offer full advertising services and popularization of brands 
and corporate fan pages. 
We offer video advertisement since 2016. Our work for over 600 brands has 
proven that we are skilled at delivering what every business needs by providing 
the right environment and most current tools and practices in the field of 
Digital & Creative. 
At BeShared we don’t settle for anything other than fulfilling our goals 
as we believe our success is manifested in the success of our clients.

Who Are We?



Some of the companies that have already trusted us:

And over 600 more



Let’s talk about social media Facebook

Facebook is one of the fastest-growing social media networks. 
Considering the effective ways for communication between brands 
and customers, this outlet is a much-preferred advertising channel. 
It allows not only for reaching large audiences but also for precise 
targeting and presenting interesting content in various forms. 
In addition, it is also a convenient channel for communication with target 
audiences.

The opportunity to also display Facebook ads on Instagram is another 
advantage to consider when choosing a social media outlet for marketing 
purposes. The constant updates of the ads pannel’s functions and options 
increase the number of ways to advertise products and services via different 
types of promotion that are best suited to the brand’s goals – immersion and 
engagement of users with the brand, generating new followers, generating 
traffic to a website, etc.



Instagram Let’s talk about social media 

Instagram is a mobile social network. The option to create a business 
profile allows users to receive information that will stimulate a brand’ 
goals. This outlet is constantly changing in order to best meet the 
requirements of advertisers and users. 

Clients and users can view valuable information in the company’s 
profile – address, contact information, etc. Instagram allows for the 
popularization of all shared publications in order for new clients 
within the target audience to be reached. It also allows for a personal, 
emotional bond with the audience.



linkedIn Let’s talk about social media 

LinkedIn is the largest business-oriented social media. 
Many specialists utilize it in order to follow the latest trends in their 
respective fields, as well as what goes on in thematic professional 
groups where they can also consult with other specialists. 
This way, the information found on LinkedIn can reach key audiences 
which would, in turn, lead to the popularization of a brand. 
Moreover, this is an outlet for publishing and communication for the 
business and serves not only for growing professional networks but 
also for directing quality traffic to a website. In addition, we can say that 
this is that this is the appropriate platform for recruiting employees of a 
higher level which is fundamental for any brand’s success. 



Twitter

Twitter is a social network that focuses mainly on sharing short 
messages, up to 140 characters. Lately, video content and animated GIF 
formats have also increased their popularity. 

Every profile’s content can be seen by non-registered users. 
Registered users can also share and comment. Using Twitter for 
business can generate traffic to a website and can achieve the 
popularization of a brand, as well as an increase in sales.

Let’s talk about social media 



Youtube Let’s talk about social media 

YouTube is a company that provides a website for sharing video content. 
Users can upload, share and watch videos. 
It is hugely popular among many demographics.



Pinterest Let’s talk about social media 

Pinterest is a social website for sharing images. It allows users to 
collect various forms of multimedia content – video, photographs, etc.

Thanks to the bountiful visual content and the option of sharing, 
Pinterest combines two of social media’s main functions.

Using Pinterest for business purposes is a powerful asset through 
which a company can emphasize its corporate identity and popularize 
its brand in order to increase its sales.



Google+

Google+ is a great platform where a company can connect with 
its target audience. Unlike other social media networks, Google+ 
significantly influences the volume of organic searches, as well as 
traffic. The strategic organization of connections makes segmentation 
of key audiences and sharing engaging content possible. 

Google+ allows for companies to connect with current and potential 
clients and for brands to strengthen their relationship with their 
customers. In addition, Google+ provides businesses with the option 
to create many new contacts. 

Let’s talk about social media 



Why Facebook?

• Nearly 1,900,000,000 users all over the globe

• Over 70% of them visit their profile daily 
and the average Facebook user spends 
over 8 hours a week using this social media 
platform.

•  Facebook is the most visited website in the 
world, second only to Google.
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Gain clients, not likes!

Why Facebook?

BeShared aims to help advertisers optimize the effectiveness 
of their ad messages which is guaranteed to generate real, 
loyal clients and not just mere likes. 

Following this train of thought, don’t pay attention to the 
number of people who have liked your page. Rather, focus on 
so-called reach, a.k.a., the number of people who have liked, 
shared and commented on your posts for the past week. 

Those are your actual potential clients or your loyal current 
ones. If this particular indicator is below 5% of the total 
number of likes, you, in essence, DO NOT have any Facebook 
presence to speak of. Our team strives to tame the difficult 
process of turning the investment in social marketing into 
a strategic asset.
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Why Facebook? What are the advantages 
of Facebook Marketing?

Accessibility

Facebook allows for your ads to be strictly targeted 
(unlike most other advertising channels) based on 
location, gender, age, interests, and hobbies. It all 
provides a strong local influence.
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What are the advantages 
of Facebook marketing?

Price

An ad campaign of every other kind 
(TV, radio, print, outdoor) would cost you 
a lot more in comparison.

Why Facebook?
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Why Facebook? What are the advantages 
of Facebook marketing?

Quality 

Friends of Friends or Friends of Fans: 
The more attractive, unique and high-quality the content of your page, 
the more friends of friends or friends of fans it can reach. 
The “word of mouth” approach applies here. Facebook is an 
intelligently-intended platform with an algorithm that pushes forward 
the most commented-on, shared and liked materials. At the end of the 
day, we are all more likely to trust our friends’recommendations.
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Why Facebook?

The popularization of your brand, as well as the engagement of fans. 
Without a shadow of a doubt, the most valuable resource social media 
provides for your business is the opportunity to popularize your brand 
by engaging it with your customers. Sponsored (or boosted) publications 
that are paid for directly to Facebook help amplify the reach. BeShared 
will help you make the most of all channels of the platform in order to 
successfully promote your brand with high-quality ad messages and 
a positive image. Establishing a relationship with your existing and 
potential clients will ultimately help increase your sales. 

What are the advantages 
of Facebook Marketing?



Project management & Creative
Creating and management of Facebook advertising

Creating and managing Facebook ads – This is a complex, 

multi-layered process, so it is advisable that you entrust 
specialists with it. It should also be in accordance with 
a number of social and technical factors in order for the 
desired effect to be achieved. BeShared offers advertisers 
an established process that has proven to be effective. 

This will help manage your Facebook campaigns in the best 
way possible.

FULL SERVICE
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BeShared will target 
the audience

BeShared will target the audience that is best suited to 
your product/service so that the engagement of users will 
be inevitable. Allow our team to develop the best possible 
advertising strategy for your product or brand. We will do a 
thorough research on which headlines, images, segments 
and descriptions are most likely to receive the best response 
from your audience. Our Creative team will come up with ad 
messages based on your goals that will attract the largest 
number of clients to your brand.

Project management 
& creative



Budget management

The wise managing of finances is fundamental for the success of an 
ad strategy. BeShared can help with Facebook’s payment structure. 
If you let us, we can determine a daily budget, base for carrying out 
CPI and CPC *, as well as the best prices offered by Facebook in 
order to optimize 
your campaign price.

* Cost per impression and Cost per click

Project management 
& creative



Fan pages
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Fan pages Fan pages

It is your Facebook page that is the vital new spokesperson for 
your brand – always dynamic, current and responsive. The way in 
which you communicate with your fans reflects the way you would 
treat them as your clients. The percentage of your active fans 
determines the definitive number of people that actually become 
your customers through social media. At BeShared we aim to 
provide your page with full maintenance of the finest quality. We 
achieve this through interesting, unique content, visually pleasing 
branded posts and images (they contain your logo and motto), 
branded segments with advise and rankings and many others.



Instagram Marketing
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nstagram is a platform that has been enjoying 
a significantly increased popularity. It can be 
strategically utilized to attract new potential customers 
for your brand. We offer regular maintanence for your 
Instagram business profile that helps us easily engage 
in conversations with new audiences that can be turned 
into potential costomers.



Influencer Marketing
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Influencer marketing is a contemporary marketing outlet that is 
used by a number of big companies all over the globe. Initially 
conceived as an experiment, this type of marketing has turned out 
to be extremely effective in the development of brands in different 
fields. Utilizing suitable influencers who are popular online will 
ultimately help popularize your brand online. The materials created 
by the so-called influencers could be used to carry out a campaign 
on YouTube as well as on other social media channels.



Pay per click 
advertising
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Advertising on Google’s Search NetworkGoogle Search

An ad that is displayed on Google’s results page (also known as SERP or Search 
Engine Results Page) has the potential to attract an audience on the look-out for 
your products or services. At the same time, however, paid Search can be risky, if the 
campaign hasn’t been precisely set and optimized on a daily basis.

• Reaching a target audience when they are most likely to be looking for a product or    
   service actively.  
• The option to target based on location.
• Filtering unwanted traffic by using negative keywords and IP restrictions /if needed/
• When a campaign is structured correctly and the budget is sensibly distributed it    
   is possible to achieve an over 90% share of the available impressions, based on the   
   keywords used.
• Positioning of ad content in the Top 3 (above the fold) fields on the SERP’s first page.
• Absolute transparency when following the activities and current status of your profile     
   – you have full access and your profile is your own property.



Google Search

• Generating quality traffic of visitors to 
your website;

• Achieving Top 3 positions
• Improving your company’s image 

through your Google presence
• Active use of paid results which leads 

to an increase in the organic (unpaid) 
traffic.

Goals:
We recommend constant activity for 
brands, products, and services that aren’t 
strictly seasonal. This way there is no 
decrease in the statistics caused by longer 
hiatuses and lowered ad impressions after.

• Advertising on the largest publishing   
network in the world

• With over 2 million publishing partner    
websites and many owned by Google 
(such as YouTube, Gmail and Google’s 
Android services) GDN offers numerous 
ways to engage and interact with your 
clients and fans. In accordance with your 
budget and the specifics of Search/Display 
networks for Google Adwords advertising, 
accompanied wth the 6-month duration 
of the campaign, we recommend that the 
efforts and financial resources are focused 
solely on display advertising using banners 
and text boxes on GDN.

Duration



With more than 2 million affiliate publisher websites and lots more 
which Google owns  - YouTube, Gmail, and Google’s Android services, 
GDN offers multiple ways to engage and interact with your customers 
and fans.  Consistent with the budgetary framework and the specifics of 
Search /Display Networks for Google AdWords advertising, as well as the 
6-month campaign period, we recommend to focus the efforts and financial 
resources on banner ads and text ad slots on GDN.

Advertising on the world’s largest network of 
Publishers - The Google Display Network / GDN /

Google Display



Google Display

GDN offers different models to engage 
your audience. Your clients can see text, 
images, video or multimedia formats.

Engagement

Advertisers can reach their audience 
contextually, using keywords, 
themes, and interests, location and 
demographics. In addition, we have 
the option to choose competitor 
websites as managed placements 
for your ads and vice versa – we can 
exclude certain websites the clients 
don’t want their ads to be displayed 
on.

Precision and exactness



Google Display

Carrying out a successful campaign on Google AdWords’display 
network can be hugely beneficial:
• An increase in the brand’s popularity (brand awareness)
• Securing the involvement of the audience
• Building loyalty
• Generating quality traffic that leads to realizations (regristrations/
inqueries/telephone calls/sales, etc.)

Goals

Duration
We recommend constant activity that can also be maintanence-based in 
periods 
of your choice.
The advertising approach here can be more assertive, campaign-based. It 
is good practice to build the so-called Remarketing campaigns that aim to 
reach user groups that have already visited your website and even particular 
pages of its domain. Remarketing allows us to win back all those users that 
have undertaken certain actions (or were about to). Google describes this 
service as “Winning on Second Chance”.



Good practice recommends creating so-called Remarketing campaigns, 
aimed at reaching the groups of users who have already visited Your website, 
or even specifically defined pages of its domain. Remarketing allows us to win 
back all those users, who visited our site and did (or did not) take actions on the site. 
Google describes this service as “Winning on Second Chance”.

Google Display 
Remarketing

As of now, True View In-Stream 
is not particularly competitive. 
At the same time, however, it is a 
highly efficient channel for digital 
marketing, not only in Bulgaria but 
also worldwide. This is due to the 
fact that it is primarily big brands 
that can afford video advertising 
which leads to a low Cost per View.  

Undoubtedly, one of the main advantages 
of TrueView In-Stream as a format is 
the increase in brand awareness of your 
company. This is achieved by showing 
aesthetically-pleasing and engaging video 
material to your audience. When combined 
with the Search and Display campaigns, 
as well as the other advertising channels 
such as Facebook and premium media, you 
can successfully reach a very significant 
segment of Bulgarian audience that 
corresponds with your target.

Price Popularization of the Brand



Advertising in Youtube
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What Is TrueView In-Stream?

TrueView In-Stream is an advertising format which allows for a 
video clip to be displayed before another one is loaded. The user 
is obligated to watch the first 5 seconds of the said clip; there is 
an option for them to skip the video after in order to move on to 
the video they wanted to watch initially. 

Any payments occur only if a user has watched at least 30 
seconds from the video or the entire video (in case the clip is 
less than 30 seconds long). This payment method is called CVP 
(Cost-per-View) and is, in its essence, similar to the well-known 
CPC (Cost-per-Click).

Advertising 
in Youtube



Targeting and View Rate.

Precise targeting based on geo-location, demographic 
indicators, interests, subjects, as well as the option to carefully 
select and appoint certain video clips and YouTube partner 
channels (similar to the placement option for 
Google Display).

YouTube video advertising can be set with a particularly defined 
number of displays per user (the so-called Frequency capping). 
It is good practice to not display it more 2-3 times a day.

Advertising 
in Youtube



Advertising 
in Youtube

TrueView In-Stream is still one 
of the low competitive, but yet 
highly efficient channels for digital 
marketing, no only in Bulgaria, but 
also worldwide. This is mainly due 
to the fact that only the big brands 
can afford video advertising and this 
leads to low cost-per-view (CPV) 
bidding.

Price

Undoubtedly, one of the main advantages 
of the TrueView In-Stream ad format is 
that it increases the brand-awareness of 
your company by displaying beautiful and 
engaging video content to your audience. 
In combination with Search and Display 
campaigns, and other advertising 
channels like facebook and premium 
media as well, you will be able to 
successfully reach a very substantial 
share of the Bulgarian audience that 
corresponds to your target.

Promoting the brand



SEO 
(Search Engine Optimization)
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SEO

Essentially, this is optimization for search engines and it consists mainly 
of the popularization of your websites’content. The content itself is made 
easier to understand for both search engines and users alike which achieves 
better placement based on keywords. There are onpage and offpage types of 
optimization

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

ONPAGE 
- includes the work on the site itself

•  It includes work on the website itself

•  Sematic core

•  Technical audit

•  Content

•  Connections and links

•  UX recommendations

OFFPAGE 
- includes the work „outside“ of the site

•  It includes work outside of the website

•  linkbuilding

•  PR materials

•  Social signals



SEO

The goal is to position a website optimally well in the organic search results. 
This is of great importance as this where your most targeted traffic comes 
from. This way you can reach more users and havea a greater chance at 
increasing your conversions. 

What’s the price for achieving such results?

The price depends on the competition, the number of keywords that need to 
be optimized, on your budget for advertising, on the time needed to carry out 
our services, etc. This is why we approach every client with a personalized 
offer. 

Benefits of Optimizing Your Website



Online reputation 
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A brand’s online reputation is highly important for every 
marketing strategy. In our digital age information on products 
and services are often searched for online which means 
maintaining a good online reputation essential. 



Media Planning
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Media planning aims to assess the best media outlets that can 
be utilized for a company’s advertising purposes. The most 
important aspect is for a successful strategy to be worked out. 
It will then cover an optimum percentage of the target audience. 



Programmatic advertising
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Programatic advertising means new opportunities for everyone 
involved with the advertising market. It helps the advertiser can 
target their ad to every corner of the world, to easily alter it numerous 
times, to adapt it based on the users and their devices in order to 
maximize the audience reach. Most importantly, programmaric 
advertising provides various options for targeting – based on content, 
users’ behavior, device and location. Programmatic advertising 
can decrease the costs of online campaigns while increasing its 
effectiveness. 



Thank you for your consideration!

Borislav Aytov
CEO

beshared.bg

Mobile: +359 878 788 469

ceo@beshared.bg


